
A Brief Theology of Heaven
Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth...(Revelation 21:1)
Class 2

Heaven - What is it Like? - Part 1

·	God has given each of us an imagination and expects us to use it. Why do you think so many Christians distrust the imagination and shy away from using it?

·	In Colossians 3:1-2 what are we commanded? How can we do this in our daily lives?

·	What does 1 Corinthians 2:9-10 tell us about Heaven? How is its real meaning different than the way it is often applied to Heaven?

·	Why is it important—and biblical—to involve all of our physical senses when imagining Heaven?

The Intermediate Heaven

·	Alcorn argues that while the current Heaven may be a completely non-physical place, there is considerable biblical evidence that it has physical properties. What is your own viewpoint?

·	What are some of the things that are similar in Heaven as they are on Earth, according to Scripture? What in these passages suggests Heaven could be a physical realm? 
·		Revelation 7:9; 8:6, 13; 15:8; 19:14 Hebrews 8:5; 2 Kings 2:11

·	What kind of body does Jesus have now?  Where does He dwell?

·	The Greek word for paradise is used for the Garden of Eden and it became the word to describe the eternal state of the righteous, and even the intermediate Heaven (Jesus spoke of Paradise and so did Paul). The tree of life from Genesis 1-2 is presently in Paradise (Revelation 2:7). In light of this, what does the use of the word “Paradise” for the intermediate Heaven suggest about whether or not it has any physical components?

·	What do the depictions of people in the Intermediate Heaven wearing clothes, and holding palm branches, and walking and talking imply about the possibility of our having physical forms in Heaven? What about the rich man and Lazarus? Enoch, Elijah, and Moses?

·	Review the list of characteristics of the intermediate Heaven as described in Revelation 6 (summarized on pages 65-67 of Heaven). Are any of these surprising to you? If so, which ones and why?

·	What is the biblical evidence that, in Heaven, we will have memories of our lives on Earth? Is that a comforting thought to you, or not? Why?

·	Why is it hard for us to conceive of people in the intermediate Heaven seeing or even praying for the people on Earth? Would awareness of what’s happening on Earth keep people in Heaven from being happy? Why or why not?

·	What is the difference between happiness as a result of ignorance, and happiness as a result of perspective? Which sort of happiness do you think those in Heaven experience?


